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UNIT PROCEDURE VERSUS THE TRADITIONAL




SUBMITTED IN PARTIAL FULFILLWXNT










Much has been written and said ccncerninE the unit procedure
of teaching in the past few years. some educators have questioned
the value of it, comparinE it with the tradition]. procedure,
4ssign-study-recite-test. The two procedures were studied in a
curriculum class that the writer was in. There arose in the mind
cf the writer the desire to compare the two procedures in an
actual situation. This desire to compare these two procedures
resulted in this study.
The writer wishes to express his appreciation to his Major
Professor, Dr. Bert R. Smith, who so patiently and generously Gave
inspiration, suEgestions and time, making this study possible and
to Dr. Lee Frhncib Jones for his interest and assistance.
The writer is also indebted to members of the library staff,
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Fundamental principles cf teaching usually suggest that the materiels
of most texts are presented in ane of two ways, the unit procednre or the
traditional prooedure, assign-study-recite-test. Yost often it is
organised for the unit procedure. This organization supports the assumption
that the trend in modern educaticn is toward the unit procedure.
There was a great desire in the mind of the writer to teat the worth
of the unit plan of teechinc and it resulted in this study. Chapter one
of this study includes the following:
1. Statement of prcblem.
2. Scope of study.
3. Source of date.
4. Technique of trentment.
5. Other Aimilar etudes.
Statement of irotlem.- The problem is to determine which is more
effective in teaching social science, the unit procedure or the trcditionel
procedure, the assign-study-recite-test.
Scope of study.- This study is based an the fincings of a study made
in the ninth grade social ecfence class in Edmonton High School, Edmonton,
Kentucky, for the school yeer of 11,44-45. The study deals with fifty-seven
pupils civided into two homcgenests croups on the basis of number, intel-
ligence quotients, and achevement quotient's.
Source of data.- The catt centeirfr herein were secured first hand
from the two groups into wnich the class was divided. Intelligence and
achievement testa were given for the purpose of homogenecus grouping.
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Further data were based an the two groups, the experimental group and
the control group, as follows:
Knowledge tests (subject matter)
Achievement tests
Collateral readings
Ratings in other classes
Grades
Use of time in study hall
Daily attendance
Withdrawals
Classes observed by other teachers
Technique of treatment.- Tne technique of treatment is statistical,
experimental, and comperative. It is statisuical in that it deals with
the treatment of facts as presented in the various tables. It is ex-
perimental because it is a study that takes into consideration two groups,
one that was taught by the unit procedure, the other that had the tradi-
tional prooedure, assign-study-recite-test. It is comparative because
there is a comparison of the two groups according to the results of the
experiment.
During the first wee: of school intelligence tests and achievement
tests were given to the class and were scored. Tnie was done for the
purpose of dividing the class into two homogeneous grou:s based on tho
intelligence and achievement scores.
The two groups became known and will be referred tc fron here on as
the experimental group which was taught by the unit procedure, and the




Su Lmmar- cf similar studies.- Similar studies have been made in--A 
various subjects, bui; none identical to this study was round. These
studies nave furnished some information and valuable ideas for this
particular study. The similar studies have not been disproved in any
respect, but seem to be strengthened by this study.
-M. Willard.-1 Willard carried on this study with a group of high
school pupils in the Liberty School, Ambridge, Pennsylvania. This study
was completed in 1929. It was for the purpose of testing, valuing, and
determining the worth of two plans of recitation. Either plan used could
be adopted to the conditions existing in any normal set up.
Problem.- The problem was a comparison of the Ambridge and the Daily
Recitation Plan.
Source of data.- The source of data was the pupils in the Liberty
School, kmbridse, Pennsylvania.
Treatment.- The treatment was statistical and discursive. Homoge-
neous groups were established by intelligence and achievement tests. The
Ambridge plan prcvioed for an oral presentation of the work by the teacher,
followed by content reading by the pupils. Assimilation sneets were given
to the pupils by the teacher. The teacher had daily checks ano con-
ferences with the pupil. Tests were given at intervals to check progress.
Unmestered material was restudied. For the final recitation each pupil
gave en oral discucEion of t'ro ,Init or bny pf.N6 of it. Then tests vere
given. For the daily recitation plan the first of the period was used for
recitation, followed by an assignment lasting two or three minutes. The
W. Willard, "Experiment in the Uses of Two Methods of Instruction",
Educetionel Methods, Vol. 8 (June, 1929), pp. 505-10.
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last half of the period was devoted to study. The assignment centered
arc'nr about three topics. Each pupil read all the topics but selected
one for special study. Each lesson was introduced by a review of the
previous one and was closed by summarizing the present one.
Conclusions.- The Ambridge Plan resulted in 62 per cent perfection
and the Daily Recitation Plan resulted in 53 per cent perfection of mastery
of the subject matter, an the same tests.
Low attainment was cue to ineffective method in the Daily Recitution
Plan. The Ambridge Plan secured better results in that:
1. It produced a greater cegree of assimilation.
2. It produced better adaptation.
Mrs. Mary A. Tanner.-
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Mrs. Tanner carried On a study for the purpose
of evaluating two tyres of assignments in 1935. The study was carried an
with a group of pupils in a science class. The study was turned into a
Master of Arts thesis at estern Kentucky State Teachers College, Bowling
Green, Kentucky.
Problem.- The problem was to compare two types of assignments.
Source of data.- The source of data was two class groups of pupils.
Procedure.- The study was scientific and statistical. Pupils were
divided homogeneously by mental and achievement tests. The new type
assignment was fcr the experimental group. The subject-matter was diviced
into units of wcrk vieh oefirife ehjectives worked cut for both teacher
and pupils. Assignments were given with definite problems to solve and
how to solve them. A complete bibliography for reading wes given to the
Mrs. Vary A. Tanner, A Comperetive Study of the New-Type and the Old-Type 
Are7- 1„ unpuolished mreeer ef Aets ihtels, eeetern Kentucky state




pupils of the experimental group and all aseignments were mimeogrephed.
The old-type assignment was for the control group. It was made with-
out any reference to unite of study. No objectives were set up and no
self tests were given. Each pupil was allowed to study from page to page
in his own way.
Conclusionc.- he trend is toward the new type assignments. The new-
type Lsaignmerm added greeter zest to school work. Better results accord-
to tests, were gotten by the new-type assignment.
Donald A. Fowler.-3 Mr. Fowler carried on a study in Drury High
School, North Adams, Massechusetts. This was an experiment in history
seeking to imprcve interest through improvement in instructien. There were
177 children involved in this study.
Problem.- The problem was to oreate interest in history.
Source of data.- Drury High School, North Adams, Massachusetts, ,.ns
the source of data.
Treatment,- The treatment yes experialental. For tne experimental
group the courses were reorganized and the prooedure was a modiriceticn of
the Dalton ?len. Tne text book was usec only as one cf tne many reference
becks ano assignments were mimeographed questions and materials. interest
was the foundation of the work. There was a control group taught by the
tyt book questicn-answer-ascign.
Fesuits.- Lact of interest was red.lced about 40 per cent. The
cueLtion-answer-assignment work was favored by 29 of the group. The
modified Dalton Plan was f'evcred by 146 menbers of the group. The course
was being take:: by 7,C, pupils for credit. For interest, 141 were te;:ing
3
LcnPld Fowler, "iim Ex:Jar:mei.... in tho History Laboratory", Historical




Conclusions.- There was a greater interest in history. The desire
for the work was on account of interest rather than fcr the sake of credit.
The course encouraged individual tnought and expression.
Virginia Lee Black.-
4 
Black carried on a stuay which was compieted
in 1936 for the purpose of finding out how interest could be increased in
literature. Two groups as nearly homogeneous as possible were formed from
the results found on intelligence and achievement tests. Each group was
made up of 40 pupils. The main difference in the way the two groups were
taught was through the approach.
Problem.- The problem was to increase interest in literature.
Source of data.- The data came from a class roam situation, two groups
were formed with 40 pupils in each.
Treatment.- For the experimental group proble;:s were st.;,died froL
pupil questionnaires on literature. From these prctlems selections were
made, work was tied around tne interest, needs, s.nd aesires. Broad fields
were covered, writers and writings were compared, group discussions re-
placed book reports. A logical approach through interest wee used.
For the control group the same materials were used with a psychological
approach, however, the teacher stood in the foreground directing the move-
ments.
Conclusicns.- The experimental group dtd rcre readin:, in cle.
The experimental group asked for more remethal help, both groups had the
same opportunity for help. Eighteen in the experimental group same tor
4
Virginia Lee Eiscx, "Can Ae Vitatite English", ,E.g,lish journal, College
Edition, Vol. "i6 (October, 1.975), pp. .7e..32.
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help on how to study more effectively and only one came from the control
group. The experimental group through its own interest, was working with
a purpose, through activities and prcblemz. There was greater interest




TEE EXPERIMENTAL AND THE CONTROL GROUP
There were fifty-seven pupils in the ninth grade at the opening of
school. Intelligence tests1 were given to the class. The range was
from seventy-two to one hundred twenty as represented in Table I, before




of I.q. Experimental Group Control Group Totals,
123-324 1 1
115-119 2 2 4
110-114 5 1 6
105-209 i 3 5 8
100-104 ,14 5 7
95-.C9 5 6 11
90-94 4 4 s
55-59 1 2 3
60-1'4 1 4 5
75-79 3 3
70-74 1 1
Totals 28 29 , 57




It will be nuLed that in Table I the pupil with the highest intel-
ligence quotient was placed in the experimental group. This was done
purposely. However the four cases with
were placed in this group also. To of
the oases with an intelligence quotient
the lowest intelligence quotients
these lower four dropped out. All
lower than 80 were placed in the
experimental group. All the remaining oases were divided Into two groups,
the experimental group and the control group. This
the two highest cases in intelligence each time and
experimental group and the otner one in the control
for the purpose of establishing two groups
quotients as nearly equal as posse.
The experimental group had an average
was done by taking
placing one in the
group. This was done
with average intelligence
intelligence quotient of 98.5.
Twelve pupils were above this mark, 'ten were lower and one came
exactly an the average. The control group had an averao intelligence
quotient of 97.7. Sixteen pupils were above the mrk and th.Irtesn were
lower. There was a difference of .8 in the average intelligence quotient
of the two groups. Table I represeni;s the class as it was originally
started at the first of the year, with twenty-eight oases in Vie exper-
imental group and twenty-nine cases in the control group.
Table II gives the range after seven had dropped from the experimental
group and nine had dropped from the control group. ins is a representation



















Total n 21 20 41
The experimental group in Table II still contained the highest End the
two lowest oases in the study, even after t!let seven had dropped from this
group and nine from the control group. There were twice as many oases in
the control group, from 95 to 99 as were in the experimental group. From
this table it will be recognized that the control group was more of a
homogeneous group than the experimental group as a whole. The average
intelligence quotient for the experiments-1 grcap ortr sever cf th wres
had dropped out was 100.4-. The average intelligence quotient for the
control group after nine of the cases had dropped out was 9e.4-. There
wcc a different!' of 1.1 in the overage irleiligetce quotient of the two
gr 0.1 ps •
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These fifty-seven pupils for this study were given achievement tests
in social stuoies during the first week of school. The highest score was
a grade achievement of 9.3 and the lowest score was a grade achievement
of 3.9.
Tabla III shows the distribution of these scores before they were
translated to grade achievements. This was before the sixteen cases had
dropped out.
In Table III it will be noted that the two oases having the highest
scores were placed in the control group and the two lowest in the exper-
imental group. The remaining cases were distributed as nearly equal as
possible between the two groups on the basis of the achievement tests,




ORIGINAL RAW ACHIEVEXENT SCORES








60-61 2 1 3
58-59
55-57
64-55 3 3 6
52-53 3 5 8










Tethis 28 29 57
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Table TV shows the final distribution of tne pupils after sixteen
oases had been dropped. These are the forty-one that remained the nill
nine months.
TABLE IV
FINAL DISTRIBUTION OF GRADE ACHIEVEMENTS








58-59 7 1 4
56-57 2 Z 5
54-E5 3 3 6













Totalc 21 1 20 I 41
dia
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Table IV shows that of the forty-one pupils vino remained in school for
the entire study, the two highest cacec cn the achievement tests were still
in the control group. The person who :mode the lowest grade an the achieve-
ment tests remained in the experli,,i_tal croup.
The average grade achievement for the experimental group which remained
for the entire study was 5.P at the beginning of this study. The average
grade achievement for the control group which remained in school for the
comp1etion of the entire study was 5.e at the begirring of this study.
There was a difference of only .1 in the average grade achievement cf the
two groups at the beginning of the year. This difference is in the oases
who %ere perranent.
16
Table V shows how many children were under age, how many were normal











Totals 6 14 20 8 13 21
No. 7ndrr Age 3 3 6
No. Normal 1 7 8 5 6 9
No. Over kg, 2 4 6 3 3
$ Under Age ISO 21.42 30 25 30.i6 26.57
S Normal 16.66 50.57 40 37.5 4C.18 42,446
.1. over Age 33.33 28 30 37..1 23.Cq 28.57
The heavy line in Table V separating the cases who were fourteen year
old indiettee the children who are normal age in school.
In '.he control gr p there were aim under age or Cper cert of the
grouF. There were six under age in the experimental group or 28.57 per
cent. There was a differerce of less than 1.5 per oent in the number cf
under age cases iu eLch croup. In tho contrci gro eght were normal
or 4C per eent. There were nine normal in the experimental croup cr
16
42.64 per oent. There was a difference of slightly over 2.5 per cent in
the number of normal children in each group.
There were six oases in the control group who were over age, cr 30
per oent. There were tix or 26.57 per cent of the CE668 in the exper-
imental group who were ever age. There was iess than 1.5 per cent dif-
ference in the over age in the two groups. No child was in class because
of failure the previous year.
The experimental and the control groups were established acccrding
to intelligence tests which were shown in Tables I and II, achievement
tests which are shown in Tables III and IV and ace-grade distribution
which is shown in Te'cle V. Other tLings were taken into consideration
also such as sex, family background, &no whether cr not they were trans-
ported. It was impossible because of incomplete records to get a grade
progress table.
The following suggested arrangement cf a course of study was used
with the experimental group.
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A SUGGESTED ARRANGEEELT FOE A CCUESE OF STUDY3
CHAPTER I
Introductory Chapter
1. An introduction cf ane or mere paragraphs.
2. A graphioal representation or chart.
3. Steps in the curriculum organization.
4. A statement cf the philosophy.
5. Principles upon which the course of study is based.
6. Terminology generally found.
7. Objectives of education.




e. Objectives for the subject with a, b, c, e, as in 7.
CHaTER II
Unit Organixation for the Course
1. List of all units for the course.
2. Development of all of the units in complete details according to
the pattern.
3. All units should be completed curing the continuous revision program.
CHAPTER III
Evaluation
1. The courses must bs evaluated by 60=61 criteria.
2. Check it by the steps in the production program.
CEArTER IV
Bibliography
1. List all bibliography used.
2. References to all text books should be specific.
3. Much free material should be listed.
3
Bert P. Smith, unput,lish•d material outline. Western State Teachers
Co:lege (bowling Green, Kentucky).
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In the introductory chapter an introduction to the course of study
of several paragraphs was worked out. A chart was formulated showing the
organization, established responsibilities, a working program, and the
duties in a curriculum revision program. Steps which are necessary in
curriculum organization were formulated and a statement of philosophy was
worked out. Principles upon which the course of study was based were
worked out along with a list of common terms. Objectives in e,lucation
and objectives of the course in social science were developed in detail
under four headings—knowledge of, attitudes toward, habits of, and
appreciation for.
Chapter II of the course of study was given over to the units of
work. The pattern that follows was used in developing each of the seven-
tr, en units that were taught.
TEE STRUCTURAL PATTERN FOR A UNIT
I. Title
II. Introduction
III. Table of Contents
IV. Criteria








D. Development cf Procedure
a. Sttdy C,uides with Specific References and How to Study.
b. Subject Matter-Know -ledges-Understandings.























A title for each unit was worked out. Each title for each unit con-
tained a challenge to the interest of the pupil, yet it was appropriate
for the material that Fhb to be covered in the particular unit of work.
There vas an introduction to the unit of" work following each title. The
main purpose of this introducticn was to establish a working agreement
and to get the actual work on the unit started. The table of contents
in each unit was complete and gave in detail the location of the things
contained in the unit. It was very helpful because of the rapidity in
finding any desired part. Criteria were worked cut to guide the work of
the units as to content and ccnstruction. It made the units contain and
do what they were supposed to do if followed:-
Grade placement as for the purpose of being sure that the material
in the unit was not too difficult nor too easy for the ninth grade. Time
was carefully estimated for each unit of work on the basis of importal.e,
difficulty and the available material. Then all the units were taken into
consideration so that each would receive the most possible amount of tine
available. Each unit was built around some central theme of chili interest
or enriched subject matter that would be of special interest to the pupils
of the particular age group that was being dealt with. The aim or the
central theme was to throw out a challenge. Four sets of objectives were
worked out for each unit. They werP knowledge of, attitudes toward,
habits (If, and anpreciftion "Cr. -11,=sri r‘b.i,ct;Nres were wored out
specifically in detail. These units were .51F-sbrl. cn the texts that were
used in class.
4
Each unit was approached in acme way that would appeal
4
Harold Rugg, Problems in American Culture (Chicago, American Book Co.,
1938).
Fsrold Rua, Changing k-iovernments and Changin Cultures (Chicago,
American Book Co., 1938).
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to the interest of the Children. This was done in various ways for the
different units. Sometimes it would be through a series of pictures,
other tires it might be through a story, ELL experience, through the
bulletin board or group discussions of current events. Through the
approach it was the aim to leave the child with a curious and questioning
mind. In the development or procedure study guides with specific ref-
erences and how to study were placed in the hands of each Child. These
study guides were worked out in detail. In each there was as many study
guides as there were knowledge cf objectives, for these study guides were
used as specific means for achieving these objectives. The child knew
exactly what he was expected to get and haw to get it as well as where to
find it.
Following the work on the subject matter there were various activities,
problems or projects to work on. These were purposeful. SometiLes th's
work would be done by individuals, sometimes in groups and sorletimes by
the whole class. Following the activities we would correlate the work of
the unit with other subjects. This was most extensive in Snglish and
geography. Work sheets were coLstructed to follcw the assigned 'work and
the correlations. They were used for the pupil to check to what extent
he had mastered the unit of work. No assignment was left until after com-
plete mastery of the wcrk sheet was achieved. After the work sheet was
used, if it were necessary from their indications, the material would be
restudied. There would be as many work sheets as there were study guides.
After the study of each unit there was a culminating activity. It
usually took the form cf a prczran, a time EraFh or a scrap took. The
outcomes were given under the same headings as the objectives weres
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knorledge of, attitudes toward, habits of, and appreciation for. These
would frequently outnumber the obectives because it was impossible to
predict all of the outcomes. The lead to other urits was rresented in
the form of a statement or two to make ocnnections between the old and
the new unit.
Each unit was evaluated first by the teacher using the evaluation
criteria to see if it had done what it was supposed to have done. Pupils
were given four kinds cf tests: knowledge, attitudes, habits, and appre-
ciaticn. Only the results of the knowledge test were taken into considera-
tion in this study.
A complete bibliography wss liszed at this point fer use by both
teacher and the pupils. Yost of the collateral readings were taken from
the bibliography at the close of tne unit. Each of the seventeen units
were developed according to this description.
The third chapter of the course cf study Ives an evaluation of the
cc - se of study. This evaluaticn was given near the close of the course.
It was evaluated first on ccntent. The second part of the evaluation was
en unit organisation. The third psrt was on the evaluation itself. The
fourth part was on the bibliograpey for the teacher and for the pupil. The
evaluation was very specific and was broken down into many sub-heads under
each of the feur perts.
Chapter four contained a complete bibliography, in it waG listed all
the references that were used in the course cf study. The refwnerces
were broken down into pupil references, teacher references, an' refertnces
for both pupil and teachers.
The above described °curse of study WES used only in connection with
the experimental group. Seventeen units made up the course of study.
^
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The procedure that was followed by the control group was very different
from that of the experimental group. The control group had specific assign-
ments of material from the text book, which was also used for the exper-
imental group. These ascignnents were always made at the cicFe cf the
period. Very few outside references were given, but it was made plain
that a striot account of all coilateral readinE must be kept. Practically
all the work of the control group was prepared outside of class for the
recitation that was to follow. This plan was followed pith very few
variations through the year.
The difference in the material which each covered was in procedure
and treatment since both groups used the same text bock. 'when a unit of
work, or a block of work was completed both the experimental and the control







These testa were constructed from the text book covering each unit of
work, the same tests were given to both the experimental and the control
group. The experimental group was given three other tests on attitudes,
habits, and appreciation, but the results of these three were not cen-
sidered in this study.
The tests were graded on a point basis. This was trensferred to
letter grades. The erage number of points per pupil of the experimental
group was 316. The average number of points per pupil for the control
group was 247. There was a difference of 68 points per pupil favoring
the experimental group, see Table VI.
TABLE VI








Experimental 6620 21 31b +
Control 4948 20 247+
If the curve system of grading had been used as described by Smith
and Kright,1 givIng 7 rer D'L, 24 per cent Ps, 38 per cent C's,
24 per cent Vs and 7 per cent F's, the results would have been that all
the F's would ha,e fallen into the control group. All the A's would have
1
Wenoell William Wright and Eenry Lester S.mith, Tests and Measurements
(New York, S. bareett Co., 1926), F. 19.
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fallen into the experimental group, nine tenths of the B's would have
fallen into the experimentcl group, nine tenths of the D's would have
fallen into the control group and there would ht.ve been approximately an
equal number in both groups receiving C's
Achievement Tests
AchievelLent tests were given to both groups the first week of the
school year. Achievement tests were also given the last week of school.
The achievement of eech pupil was figured for the year. Differences which
are circled shor negative results. The numbers omitted in the column
headed case number show that that particular case had dropped out. These
results are shown in Table VII.
TAILE VII





























6.E5 1:!.65 3.1 .7c.00 6. .65
6.3 .5 2.2 2 6. 7. I.
6.3 7.2 .9 , .7 5.2 5.8 .6
5.55 9.4 .65 4 4.2 6.3 2.1
4.55 7.35 2.5 5 4.05 4.4 .35
5.5 7.7 2.2 5.65 6.95 1.1
9 4.15 1,-..n5 . 8 5.5 5.65 .15-
IL! 5.25 6.7 1.s 10 6.15 5.05 1.9
Li 5.6 C.. 2.5 11 5.55 5.7 1.15
" 5.25 0.6 1.33
,
13 5.6 5.25 ,
5.1 .15.,, 4.6 E.(%5 .45 14 4.9.5
15 5.9 6•8
i
.9 17 9.3 10.25+
3.9 -43) 18 6.1 2.1 ,.18 4.3
1.7 19
T
4.95 I .,..,17 7.2 6.9
18 6.3 7.7 .9 91 6.5 7.4 .9
.55 24 9.4 10.2 .819 5.9 6.45
20 6.65 5.9 2.2.::, 25 5.1 4.9,
24 6.25 9.95 .7 28 4.5 5,7 1.1
2E 6.75 7.6 1.65 27 5.55 7.e5 2.2
6.










The average grade achievement for the experimental group the first
week of school was 5.94 per pupil. The tests which were given the last
week of school showed an average of 7.58 per pupil or an average progress
of 1.64 per pupil for the experimental group during the school year. The
average grade achievement for the control group the first week of school
was 5.805 per pupil. The tests which were given the lest week of school
showed an average grade achievement of 6.67 per pupil or an average progress
of .66 + per child in the control group for the school year. There was a
difference of .78 in progress favoring the experimental grout or alrost a
year's work.
Collateral Reading
During the year collateral readings were enecuraged for both the ex-
perimentel and the control group. This coilaterel reading was made up or
appropriate fiction, biographies, autobicgraphies, histories, geographies,
sociciogies, magazines on current news, pemphlets and bulletins. These
were taken free, th,1 school library, private li7oraries and the county
library. Notes were taken on ihe reading by the pupils as they read them
and headed in at the end of each unit. The pupils Who did these readings
were able to make worth while contributions in class diseussicns. The most
worth while readings were listed in the bibliogrephy fcllowing each unit in
the course of study. Many swims in the experimental group would read all
the pictorial th.: could find in the referee'.; are ask fL7 Tlcre.
During the year the experimental group reed an average cf %675 pages
per pupil of related meterial. The control grcup read during the year an
everege of 1373 pages per ppil. The average per pupil for the experimental
group exceeded the average per pupil for the control group more than 1500
pages in collateral reading.
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Group Ratings by Teachers
Teachers in school who had the pupils in class were asked to give
ratins of t'le pupils at the close of school. They wcrc to rate ther.: on
the following chRracteristics: interest, initiative, attitude, self—
reliance, and reliability in regard to their class work. There were
four possible ratings for each pupil by each teacher on each of the
characteristics. They were, excellent, good, fair and poor. If they
were rated excellent, four points were given, if they were rated good,
three points were given, if they were rated fair, two points were given,
and if the rating was poor, one point was given. No teacher saw the rating
of any other teacher, yet the ratings were close. The results were that
the average for the control group rated 2.627 points per pupil. The
ratings for the control group are shown in Table VIII. The experimental
croup received an average rating of 3.145 points per pupil. The rests
may be seen in Table IX for the experimental group. The experimentel
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Grades in all Classes
The grades were taken for both groups in all other classes. In order
to get a comparison of the grades made by the two groups the assumption was
made that A's carry four points, that B's carry three points, that C's
carry two points, that D's carry one point, ane that F's carry no points.
The results are shown in Table X. The subject marked with one asterisk
indicates that only the boys were in the class. The subject marked with
two asterisks inoicates that cnly the girls were in that class.
The average number of points made by the experimental group was 2.6
per pupil. The average number of points made by the control group tas 2.2
per pupil. The greatest difference appeared in social science, but in no
subject did the control group exceed the experimental group. The Game
prccedure was ueed on both groups in every class her than in social
science. No divisions were made for instruction in home economics, Enlish
and agriculture, but in mathematics there were two divisions rith the same
pupils in each group as wes in social science.
TABLE X











Social Science 127 49 C.02 76 40 1.5
*Agriculture 47 16 2.60 27 12 2.25
**home Econcmics 79 2E 3.03 81 28 2.8-9
Engliah 91 42 2.16 Fl 40 2.02
Uetheratics E9 -'— 7. • 1 77 40 l.F2
Average rev..‘.... x.:;a. 2.6 = ;1.-i: 2.2
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Both groups were in stuey hail together. The study hail teacher was
asked to rate each pupil cn his wcrking habits and an hole he took advantage
of time. Four points were allowed for excellent, three points for very
good, two points for good, one point for tar, ana no points for poor. Each
mer:oer of the experimental group had an average of 2.,? points. The control
group had an average of 2.05 i:eints per pupil.
Daf.ly Attendance
From the daily attendance a record was taken of the attendance of both
of tee groups. The experimental group had a 94 per cent attendance and the
control group had a 92 per cent attendance for tne year.
Withdrawals
The experimental group started with a membership of 28, and condieded
with a membership of 21. There was a loss of seven, but 2 of the seven
entered school at another place, reulting in only 5 actually drcpning out
of school. The control group started with a membership of 29 and concluded
with a mambership of 20. There was a loss of nine, but not one entered
school anywhere else.
The Two Groups Rated by Other Teachers
Three teachers were given rating siips and asked to observe the two
groups in action en-] to r6J3 Moir rat: g5 are cummarized in




EVALOATION UF n-IE TWO GROUPS AT WDR
























Characteristics were given point value in rating as foilms: Four
points for exce.:lent, three points for good, two pouts for fair, and one
point for poor. The results were that the average fcr tha experimental
group was 3.77 new,r • characteristic, and for the control group the average
was 2.16 oer characteristic. There was a difference of 1.61 favoring the
experimental group. This put the experimental group very near excelient
and the control group was nekrer fair than good.
Re-enter?fi School the Following Year
Every pupil cther than one re-entered school the foilawing year that
was in the experimental group. Thla pupil who did Lot return was irr.,:c.ted
into a litary training,. This pupil rto did not re-enter vrild have if it
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had not been for -the above existing condition. All of these pupils did
not return to Edmonton School.
There were uwo pupils from the control group who di:! not re-enter the
following year. There were no sufficient reasons for these two pupils not






1. From Table VI it will be conciuded that the experimental group
had command of a greater aulount of factual material and a better knowledge
of the subject matter than thecontrol group.
The averaze number of points per pupil in the experimental group ex-
ceeded the average number of points per pupil in the control group by 68.
If grades had been distributed according to the curve,no A's would
have fallen in the control group, no F's would have fallen in the
experimental group, nine-tenths of the B's would have fallen in the
experimental group, nine-tenths of the D's would have fallen in the
control group, with approximately an equal number of C's.
2. In Table VII Lchievement Tests show that the average pupil progress
per puill for the year was 1.64 for the experimental group. The average
pupil progress per pupil for the year in the control group was .e67+
Achievements were greater by unit procedure.
3. The members of the experimental group read wider and in greater
quantity than the control group. Each pupil in the experimental group
reed tin average of 2E78 pages of collateral material for the yer.r. The
control group read an everaEe of 1373 pages par pupil for the year. This
gives the experimental Ero.:p a plurality of 1505 pages per pupil for the
year.
4. Chilcren in the experimental group according to Tables VIII and
LX were rateo higher in their rtner classes on class characteristics than




The experimental group had an average rating of 3.145 while the con-
trol group had a rating of 2.827. The maximum possible was four points.
5. The experimental group received on the average higher grades in
other classes than the control group according to Table X. The average
for the experimental croup was 2.6 and for the control group 2.2. The
maximum possible was four points.
6. The experimental group had better study habits as rated by the
study hall teacher. The experimental group rated 2.6 and the control group
rated 2.05 out of a maximum possitlo of fcur.
7. The average daily attendance was better for the experimental
group. The experimental group had an average attendance of 94+ per cent.
The control group had an average daily attendance of 921V per cent.
6. More members of the control group dropped out of school. sine
members of the control group dropped out of school, none re-entered. Seven
members dropped out cf the experimental group but two re-entered at
another school making only five actually dropping out of the experimental
group.
S. The experimental group haa more worthy characteristics in action
in social science than the control group according to the rating of three
teachers velo observed. The experimental croup hae an average rating of
3.77 points. The control group had an average of 2.16 points. Tt maxinue
jOlci vas four points.
10. All the experimental group re-entered school the following year
exceTt one, who entered the army. There were two from the control group
who did not re-enter.
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Recommendations
1. It is recommended in the light of this study that the unit pro-
cedure of instruction in eoeial science be introduced into schools.
2. It is recommended that further studies be made in comparing unit
teaching with other procedures of teaching in other fields.
3. It is recommended that a similar experiment be carried on for a
longer period of time with a larger number of subjects.
4. It is recommended that a similar study be made noting the results
on attitudes, personality, appreciation, and social adjustment.
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